Moving beyond the weekend effect:
how can we best target interventions
to improve patient care?
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Clear evidence for a weekend effect
was first demonstrated by Bell and
Redelmeier1 who examined 3.8 million
emergency admissions between 1988 and
1997 in an acute care hospital in Ontario.
They had noted that staffing levels were
lower in acute care hospitals at weekends and hypothesised that this might
lead to poorer care and higher mortality.
To test this hypothesis, they identified
three conditions (ruptured abdominal
aortic aneurysm, acute epiglottitis and
pulmonary embolism) for which lower
staffing on admission was expected to
have consequences in outcomes, as well
as three control conditions for which this
would not be the case. In addition, they
conducted an analysis without a prespecified hypothesis, examining the 100 conditions responsible for most deaths. After
adjustment for illness severity, they found
higher mortality for conditions expected
to be affected by lower staffing and no
increase for control conditions. From the
100 medical conditions examined, 23 had
significantly increased mortality risk for
weekend admissions. These two sets of
findings provided strong evidence for a
weekend effect, suggesting that for some
conditions lower staffing on admission
affected standards of care and thereby
patient outcomes.
Since then, dozens of studies of the
weekend effect have been conducted,
mostly in the UK and the USA.2 In
Britain, the issue became much more high
profile after an intervention in 2015 by
the Secretary of State who suggested that
11 000 patients were unnecessarily dying
at the weekend.3 4 This claim was challenged at the time,5 and many pointed out
that the National Health Service (NHS)
was already a 7-day service.6 7 However,
concern about the weekend led eventually to the introduction of ‘7 day services’

in the NHS in England. A new set of
10 clinical standards was introduced to
reduce differences between weekend and
weekday services, including increased
involvement of consultants in the first 24
hours of admission.8 9 A cross-sectional
analysis covering the period before introduction showed no association between
specialist intensity and weekend admission
mortality.10 Nevertheless, the programme
did lead to many NHS hospital trusts reorganising services to reduce differences in
care delivery across the 7-day week. The
reorganisation of services did not affect
clinical outcomes11 nor was adoption of
the clinical standards associated with any
significant change in the magnitude of the
weekend effect.12
POSSIBLE UNDERLYING
MECHANISMS: THE WEEKEND AS
PROXY VARIABLE
Recent systematic reviews have concluded
that the weekend effect does exist,
but the explanation for the finding is
unclear.2 4 13–17 Patients admitted to
hospital at the weekend are more likely
to die than those during weekdays with
ORs of 1.16 (all studies)2 and 1.07 (UK
studies),4 with reviews for some specific
disease categories reporting higher
ORs.2 13 The quality of studies is highly
variable, with findings being influenced
by methodological, clinical and service
configuration factors2 with ongoing
debate about likely mechanisms. Why has
it been so difficult to elucidate possible
mechanisms? To go more deeply into
this, we need to consider what role the
weekend is playing in the design of all
these studies.
Bell and Redelmeier1 used two distinct
designs in their original investigation,
which might best be defined as an investigation of staffing levels and mortality.
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In their first analysis, the weekend is used as a proxy
measure for differences in staffing. They targeted
specific conditions such as ruptured abdominal aortic
aneurysm for which staffing on admission was deemed
likely to have an important impact on patient outcomes.
Their second analysis took the opposite approach, by
examining overall outcomes at the weekend and then
speculating about which factors might explain any
observed differences. Most subsequent studies have
used the second approach, which has made it difficult
to make progress on identifying the relevant factors
driving any effect. If we do not define the questions
and hypothesised relationships precisely, then we will
not be able to identify how care delivered to patients is
affected and which factors are responsible for poorer
outcomes. Critically, if we cannot identify the factors,
then we cannot intelligently propose interventions to
improve patient care.
We therefore need to examine how the weekend
as a proxy variable for staffing levels fits into the
conceptual model. Is the proxy only associated with
the determinant, often assumed to be staffing levels,
or also with other possible confounders or factors that
affect the outcome in question? We recognise there are
multiple possible sets of relationships, but examining
three of them is sufficient to make the general argument. Figure 1 displays three possible sets of relationships, which correspond with three broad hypotheses
about potential mechanisms and hence the interpretation of the weekend effect.
Levels of staffing on admission is the dominant
influence on quality of care and mortality (panel A)

This shows the ‘ideal’ and simplest situation when
the proxy weekend/weekday variable is primarily
associated with staffing in the first hours or days.
The implied mechanism is that lower numbers of
staff, particularly senior staff, lead to poorer care
and increased mortality. In that situation, weekend–
weekday mortality differences, after adjustment for
patient mix, can be presumed to be due to staffing
differences. Bell and Redelmeier specifically tested this
scenario by selecting those conditions for which the
first few days of admission are critical, that are treatable and where death may be rapid. For these conditions, insufficient staffing levels at admission (determinant) might cause delay in care processes (intermediate
variable) and higher mortality (outcome).
Patients at weekends are sicker and more likely to die
(panel B)

As many studies have shown, the weekend is associated with confounding variables. Patients admitted at
the weekend are known to be sicker18 19 and are less
likely to be admitted from emergency departments
despite attendance rates being similar.16 20 Studies
attempt to control for severity of condition and other
confounders, but there is general agreement that it is
526

Figure 1 Proxy measures in the context of studying a determinant
- outcome relationship, applied to the weekend as a proxy variable for
staffing.

simply not possible to control for all potential factors
(and confounding by indication). There is always the
possibility that, even after adjustment for severity of
illness and other patient variables, that differences
in outcome are due to other patient factors that, for
whatever reason, could not be included in the calculations. So for many conditions, this is an important
alternative pathway to consider.
Multiple factors affect care at the weekend, which in
turn increases mortality (panel C)

This model underlies the second approach by Bell
and Redelmeier and many subsequent studies. The
basic hypothesis is that patient outcomes differ
between weekend and weekday, but this may be due to
multiple relationships and multiple interrelated variables. For instance, the average seniority or specialty
level may differ between the groups of nurses and
medical staff working during weekdays and weekends,
and such differences in skill-mix may affect patient
outcomes.21–23 Access to diagnostic tests or other ancillary services might also differ between weekends and
weekdays, or there may be factors further along the
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patient pathway (in subsequent days after admission)
such as how quickly any deterioration on the ward is
detected. In this scenario, uncertainty about the mechanisms of the weekend effect makes it very difficult to
identify targeted interventions to improve outcomes
for patients admitted at the weekend.
THE ASSUMED INTERMEDIATE VARIABLE OF
WORSE QUALITY OF CARE
Hypotheses 1 and 3 have the same intermediate variable, that quality of care is poorer at the weekend—
although for different reasons—and that this is the
reason for higher mortality. Investigating this particular
proposal requires, as many have noted, ‘painstaking
detective work’,24 but few studies have directly examined the quality of care provided during weekdays and
at weekends. In this issue of BMJ Quality & Safety,
Bion and colleagues therefore add crucial evidence
with their impressive and comprehensive study.25
They reviewed the quality of care delivered by examining case records from 4000 non-operative medical
emergency admissions in 20 acute hospital trusts
before and after introduction of the ‘7-day services’ in
England. Records were randomly sampled from each
trust, equally divided between the two time periods
and weekend versus weekday admissions. They found
that rates of errors and adverse events were not significantly different between weekdays and weekends and
that this was the case both before and after introduction of the ‘7-day services’. They also made a direct
assessment of intensity of senior medical staffing by
comparing hours of consultant time per 10 emergency
admissions between Sundays and Wednesdays. This
specialist intensity ratio was much lower at weekends
(0.51 overall) and improved slightly (from 0.47 to
0.58) across periods. Their study therefore does not
offer support for quality of care being worse at the
weekend or that senior staff involvement at an early
point in the patient’s admission is significantly associated with overall quality of care. We should note,
however, that operative patients were excluded, so it
remains possible that care is poorer for some other
groups of patients.
The implicit assumption in many previous studies,
and most political discourse, is that the weekend
is simply a reflection and proxy for lower levels of
skilled staff, particularly medical staff. Proxy variables are of course used all the time in research and
can be very helpful if they are ‘close’ to the variable
of interest. For instance, we might use the prescription record of a medication as a proxy for the actual
medication administered to the patient. We are then
confident of what the proxy means and how it relates
to the actual variable of interest. Even though some
patients may decide not to collect their medication or
be non-adherent in taking it, interpreting the proxy is
relatively straightforward.

In contrast, the weekend/weekday comparison is
a distant and complex proxy. Care could potentially
be different for a whole variety of reasons, which are
only partly dependent on levels of skilled medical
staff. Diagnostic tests and investigations may not be
readily available; coordination between different
specialties may be problematic within the hospital or
between primary and secondary care and so on. Each
of these may cause delay in a care process that may
(in combination) affect patient outcomes. In addition,
conditions vary in the extent to which delays in the
first few days are critical in preventing death. Some
primarily require skilled staff on admission, while
others are more vulnerable to later deterioration on
wards and need care from experienced nurses in the
days following admission.
SHOULD WE CONTINUE STUDYING THE
WEEKEND EFFECT?
We do not doubt that studies of the weekend effect
have been worthwhile. Clearly, the higher mortality
at weekends originally identified 20 years ago merited
investigation. The question is whether it is worthwhile
to continue to conduct similar studies in the future
given the limited funding and research time available.
What avenues of inquiry are most likely to benefit
patients?
The ultimate aim of all concerned is to improve care
given to patients. The weekend effect is only important
as a potential marker of other problems. Local reviews
of mortality or other indices of quality should always
be alert to variations in the quality of care over the
week, and consider whether care is poorer at weekends or indeed at any particular time of the day, week
or year. However, we consider that there is no reason
to carry out further studies that simply demonstrate a
weekend effect. We need instead to turn our attention
to the factors directly influencing quality of care for
which the weekend has been a proxy.
Bion and colleagues provide a valuable illustration
of research that examines the presumed causal relationships, looking at the actual care processes and so
give a clearer indication of what kind of intervention
might most benefit patients. Their study found that
care had improved over time but that about 15% of
patients received partial care and a small percentage
received very poor care.25 These problems occurred
throughout the week, affecting the larger volume of
patients treated on weekdays. Following the example
of the study by Bion et al, future studies could directly
assess standards of care and the factors that most
powerfully influence quality. A notable example is the
study by Jayawardana and colleagues,26 showing that
the increased mortality for out-
of-
hours admissions
with ST-
elevation acute myocardial infarction was
explained by differences in door-to-needle time, identifying the specific care process on which interventions
should be targeted. To improve clinical practice, we
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need evidence that will help us design targeted interventions to influence the quality of care delivered and
thereby patient outcomes.
The ‘7-
day services’ initiative was introduced in
England without a clear understanding of the causes
of the weekend effect. The intervention, while well
intentioned, was therefore poorly targeted. Rather
than a one-size-fits all initiative to increase consultant
intensity, we should consider the much harder question on how to spend the same money to maximum
effect. Consultant time is scarce and so should be
tailored to the time, place and particular conditions where it is most beneficial over the week as a
whole. For some patients though, more rapid access
to diagnostic tests or the increased use of skilled
nurses during recovery may be much more critical to
improving outcomes. Studies of the weekend effect
drew attention to potentially dangerous levels of
staffing that undoubtedly posed risks to patients. At
this point, however, we need more precise studies
that directly examine standards of care and the
factors that influence the care delivered. We can then
define and target interventions effectively and make
best use of scarce resources.
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